Angel Uriel Perales
Hollow Pictures

the

the
the illustrated life of
the smoke-filled room
the frozen shot glasses
the lipstick smears
the smiles with
the head thrown back
the dangling shoes
the top of your stockings
the catalogs, the telephone books
the hidden birthmarks
the bottles on
the window ledges
the toys floating in
the stained bathtubs
the unpaid bills hidden above
the rattling refrigerators
the videos rewinding forever
the discarded wrapping papers
the gravel in your toothpaste
the answering services
the many ways to avoid contact
the melted make-up
the
the forgotten sketch-a-doodle
the hollow pictures
the reasons we laughed when they photographed us
the hollow pictures
the cracked frames around us
the hollow pictures
the painted mustachios
the hands in front of the cameras
the whelping generation, a la mode
the next breath
the next memory
the baren flesh
the excuses for our mistakes
the mistakes we savored
the
the roommates
the college courses
the wooden seats
the daydreams
the latent pains
the lost maturity
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